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HASH TRASH—RUN # 845— Santa Cruz                  HARES— Chris, Keith, Allan  14th Sept, 2013 

NEXT RUN: #847— 12th Oct, 2013 

Hares: Simon, Alastair, Na-
talie  

Easy directions: 

Coming from the west : Drive 
east on the Churchill Roose-
velt Highway till you get to 
Wallerfield. Do not make any 
turn offs , carry on till the 
highway becomes 2 lanes, 
till it becomes a gravel road. 
You have reached the hash 
site! Virgin territory! 

Shark and Bake will be sold 
after the hash. 

Scribe— Tall, Dark and Havesome 

Another Hash Saturday, but not just any Hash Saturday. A hash Saturday that sees the 

return of the “Three Butts”. Yes that infamous Group that infiltrated the POSHHH 

some years ago. Now before some of you start getting your knickers in a twist, I am 

talking about “D Original 3 Butts”, because they did have some appendages/stand-ins 

at different times. 

It was believed in most circles that this group like so many others had faded into obliv-

ion. Groups like the Bois Bande Boys, Hasherettes, Havesome Crew, Arima Posse, LLP 

to name a few. This mindset was generally as result of the fact that two of the three 

members had been directed by their spouses to play a major role in the upbringing of 

the children. The truth is that their role really was to be the driver to drop and pickup 

the children from their various activities. So it was, that having agreed to set a run, 

they rearranged the drop and pickup schedule to make the run possible. We are 

thankful to them for this or rather we are thankful to their spouses for allowing them. 

The other member has body parts issues and has been seen in the Bamboo looking for 

a replacement knee among other parts. 

With good weather and a good turn out the HM called the hash to order which really 

is not possible as there is never order on a hash except for drinks orders. The usual 

obtuse (Tanty Barbs for you) statements about no mud, no water blah blah blah rolled 

off the tongue of the “One kneed One” and then we were off. 



The Run 

So the pack was led off by Devon, who is still having a major challenge of completing the hash before persons much senior to 

him, to the right and up a dirt road that led to an X. The correct rail was across the mossy drain that we seem to traverse eve-

ry time we do a run in the area. Then we were onto a newly cut dirt road whose direction was up. At this point we were 

joined by the most visible Butt who took pleasure in encouraging our ascent. Knowing this hare’s penchant for ensuring that 

false trails are not ignored I started the ascent with some apprehension which was well placed as about three minutes into 

the climb I saw the front pack coming back down and the Hare with a pleased look on his face. 

So we went off to a trail to our left which brought us back to within sight of the cars and then a climb through some recently 

moved earth onto a road. Homey at this point was limping as he had pulled something, not sure whether he pulled a muscle 

or a bone and headed to the cars. On reaching this point the entire pack set off on a trail to the right because the visible Hare 

by his presence encouraged people up that trail which was an extremely long false trail. This false trail, whose correct trail 

was a back check, was at least a quarter mile. In response to the abuse from hashers, as this false trail was uphill, the visible 

one placed the blame on the One Kneed one for the length of that false trail. 

So we then headed down to the Savannah or open field where cars park for O’Farrell fete and then north towards the trail 

that would take you to Maracas. Thankfully that trail was a false trail as the possibilities of coming of that trail from that 

point would have been very challenging and the less challenging trail was much further on. At this point the 3rd Butt was seen 

for the first time since the start. We meandered our way through some trails to the left of the trail to Maracas until we came 

to the northern side of the village. 

We were now on the road in the village just east of the quarry. This road looked very inviting and hashers made their way 

along this road which was down hill to find an X. The correct trail was half way down and to the left and back onto the same 

road beyond the X. At this point I said to the most recent newlywed that we will be going into the quarry and so it was that 

the correct trail took us towards the quarry to the ridge overlooking the quarry and then back onto the road to the Gasparillo 

Road junction. As we traversed the ridge at the top of the quarry we could see some notable SCBs who went straight along 

the road bypassing the loop to the top of the quarry. 

At Gasparillo junction the site of the HHH signs was enticing but was not the correct trail. The correct trail, being off to the 

right and up and around the back of the home of the Butt that lives in the area. 

It was a decent run and proved that the Butts can still do it, inclusive of some virgin territory which many thought we would 

not experience on this run. So it was then time for Hashers to do what they do best, imbibe alcoholic beverages of the beer 

kind and exchange pleasant banter. As has happened on occasion the banter in one instance led to flared tempers. This was 

not allowed to get out of hand (reported speech) and the two adversaries agreed to disagree with much male posturing 

(more reported speech). Suffice it to say that the evening proceedings was not unduly affected. 

The Hash hush was called and the formalities attended to inclusive of the Poofter. The Poofter award is being hogged by a 

husband and wife duo and they were both nominated again. The wife however showed no respect for a presiding HM by 

pulling down his shorts repeatedly. This behavior is not condoned  and as such at a meeting of the Old Farts and Ex HMs, a 

decision was taken to give the presiding HM  permission to Award the Poofter Shirt to the wife whenever there is no clear 

nominee for the balance of his reign. 

As we limed and imbibed after the Down Downs a male hasher indicated that he had Vodka and offered a drink to the group 

liming on Marlon’s pickup. A few of us took up the offer but it was a one-shot offer as it was done after about 5 people got a 

drink. It turned out to be an end of vodka that the man offers as though it was a whole bottle. (No names called)  



UP COMING 
HASH 
EVENTS 
Tobago 2013 - Registration un-

derway - Book your flight and 

secure your spot with Marita or 

Pradeep 

Hashers who can cook - Sept 

22nd at the Arboretum - Register 

with Marita, tickets cost $50.00  

Hash Directory - Confirm your 

details - If you want to be in the 

Hash Directory give your contact 

details to Marita: DEAD LINE is 

the End of September 2013 

POSH3 30th Anniver-
sary Celebrations 
2014 

Event Launch - Event details & mer-
chandise 

 Thursday October 17th 2013 - 

Port of Spain 

Thursday October 24th 2013 - Crown 
Point, Tobago 

Stay tuned to website for further de-
tails... 

 

Hash Christmas—December  

 

POOFTER— Michelle 

And then it was the down down....the hares had their usual down down and 
then the virgins....16 of them. 

Virgins: : Ashley, Shilinie, Calvin, Charles, Laura, Emma, Arianne, Ariane, 

Afiya, Andrew, Reynold, Angela, Quint, Andrew, Gerrard, Jadon 

New Shoes: Dane, Jason and Mark 

POOFTER Nominees: 

Nicole :  For announcing that her shades were lost and a set of hashers stopped to assist 

only to fine it still on her head. 

Michelle:  Being early for a run for the first time….her husband Allan was a hare! 

Winner: And of course….it was Michelle  and rightfully so for disrespecting the HM 

 

As we limed and imbibed after the Down Downs a male hasher indicated that he 

had Vodka and offered a drink to the group liming on Marlon’s pickup. A few of us 

took up the offer but it was a one-shot offer as it was done after about 5 people got 

a drink. It turned out to be an end of vodka that the man offers as though it was a 

whole bottle. (No names called) 

The after lime moved to Baya Bar where a small group descended and headed 

straight for the food section. A female hasher (Now let me say upfront the lady is 

attractive or rather pleasing to the eyes.) who had left us and went home and show-

ered and returned was well known at this particular bar. It is my belief that her 

presence contributed to us being attended to fairly quickly at this bar. She was cer-

tainly at home at this bar and had the attention of a number of male hashers. (Did I 

mention that she is pleasing to the eyes, I can hear the comments of other female 

hashers. But for the record some of you are pleasing to the eyes also) This attention 

for some was because of her influence with the establishment and for others it was 

because she was female. We all know how the Hash tracker dogs operate. So, there 

was this female hasher sitting with male hashers and getting attention from the 

ones seated and others.  

Contrary to popular belief hashers do not only drink beer. One hasher who report-

edly was having a female over to his place that night was seen drinking Guinness 

not sure if it helped him or even if the female did come over. If she did not, he 

would have surely slept that night looking up at the ceiling   

I did not stick around too late but I am sure that those who stayed did enjoy them-

selves as evidenced by pictures posted by the Male hasher who posts the most pic-

tures on Facebook and that person is not Ashe. 



Contact Us 

Check out or Facebook page 

and our Hash site: Port of 

Spain Hash House Harriers  

Want to join the e-mail list-

ing? 

Send e-mail to: 

Subrian.pradeep@gmail.com 

Visit us on the web at: Port of 

Spain Hash House Harriers 

Hashers who can cook……..a great time had by all 

Up Coming Runs and sites 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

847 October 12, 2013 Simon Wescott/Alastair Martin/Natalie Wallerfield 

848 
849 

October 25, 2013 
October 26, 2013 

Private Parts & the Veterans 
The Casuals Possee 

Paletuvier 
Black Rock 

850 November 9, 2013 Central Possee & Blundell Preysal - Couva 

851 November23, 2013 Jordan Brazil 

852 December 7,2013 Outgoing Hash Master: Christmas Party   

853 December 21 2013 Incoming Hash Master   


